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International Public Relations: Negotiating Culture, Identity,
and Power offers the first critical-cultural approach to
international public relations theory and practice. Authors
Patricia A. Curtin and T. Kenn Gaither introduce students to a
cultural-economic model and accompanying practice matrix
that explain public relations techniques and practices in a
variety of regulatory, political, and cultural climates. offers the
first critical-cultural approach to international public relations
theory and practice. Authors Patricia A. Curtin and T. Kenn
Gaither introduce students to a cultural-economic model and
accompanying practice matrix that explain public relations
techniques and practices in a variety of regulatory, political,
and cultural climates.
This book presents a unique overview of public relations
history, tracing the development of the profession and its
practices in a variety of sectors, ranging from politics,
education, social movements, corporate communication, and
entertainment. Author Cayce Myers examines the institutional
pressures, including financial, legal, and ethical
considerations, that have shaped public relations and have
led to the parameters in which the practice is executed today,
exploring the role underrepresented groups and sectors (both
in the U.S. and internationally) played in its formation. The
book presents the diversity and nuance of public relations
practice while also providing a cohesive narrative that
engages readers in the complex development of this
influential profession. Public Relations History is an excellent
resource for upper level undergraduate and graduate courses
covering public relations theory, management, and
administration; mass communication history; and media
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history.
Over the centuries, scholars have studied how individuals,
institutions and groups have used various rhetorical stances
to persuade others to pay attention to, believe in, and adopt a
course of action. The emergence of public relations as an
identifiable and discrete occupation in the early 20th century
led scholars to describe this new iteration of persuasion as a
unique, more systematized, and technical form of wielding
influence, resulting in an overemphasis on practice, frequently
couched within an American historical context. This volume
responds to such approaches by expanding the framework
for understanding public relations history, investigating broad,
conceptual questions concerning the ways in which public
relations rose as a practice and a field within different cultures
and countries at different times in history. With its unique
cultural and contextual emphasis, Pathways to Public
Relations shifts the paradigm of public relations history away
from traditional methodologies and assumptions, and
provides a new and unique entry point into this complicated
arena.
Now in its third edition, this core textbook provides students
with a highly engaging and accessible introduction to the
world of PR, covering diverse topics such as event planning,
press releases, crisis management, ethics, managing your
own PR agency and how to use social media effectively. The
author draws on over 25 years of hands-on experience as a
PR practitioner and lecturer to provide cutting-edge and
insightful examples and debates relating to key contemporary
issues, from Twitter-storms and whistleblowing, to the Ebola
crisis and media relations in the White House. With
information drawn from a wide range of international experts,
the book offers case studies that cross continents and cover
small, local and large multinational organisations, resulting in
a truly global perspective. This new third edition has been
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comprehensively revised and updated throughout, equipping
readers with the practical skills they need to succeed as a PR
professional in the twenty-first century. Public Relations: A
Practical Guide is a must-have companion for all those
studying practitioner courses on Public Relations taught and
accredited by PR professional organisations. It will be also be
an essential textbook for undergraduate and postgraduate
students studying introductory Public Relations modules at
universities.
The Practice of Public RelationsPrentice Hall
Combining the practical approach of a trade book with
fundamental principles and theories, PUBLIC RELATIONS
WRITING: STRATEGIES & STRUCTURES, 11th Edition,
equips readers with the essential techniques and methods
needed to write with understanding -- and purpose. The book
thoroughly explains the different styles and techniques behind
writing principles. Taking a decidedly strategic focus, the
Eleventh Edition guides readers through a logical progression
of PR writing. After exploring the roles and responsibilities of
the PR writer, the book provides comprehensive coverage of
writing principles, preparing to write, writing for select
audiences and—finally—writing for crisis situations. The new
edition also includes a new chapter on writing for social
media, which focuses on the latest information in this
changing arena. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The Practice of Public Relations, Third Edition is a
compendium of articles written by professional and expert
practitioners in the field of public relations. The book serves
as an introduction to the practice of public relations and as a
guide to students of communication, advertising, and
marketing. The collection covers a wide range of topics such
as the planning and execution of a public relations campaign;
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the types of media used and the timing and handling of
material; the different settings where public relations are
applied, examples are industrial companies, government, and
marketing firms; the law and ethics of public relations; and
how to build a successful career in public relations.
Marketing, advertising, and communications professionals
and students will find the book very useful.
This handbook represents the state of the public relations
profession throughout the world, with contributions from the
Americas, Europe, Asia, and Africa. A resource for scholars
and advanced students in public relations & international
business.
In this updated edition of the successful Public
Relations Handbook, a detailed introduction to the
theories and practices of the public relations industry
is given. Broad in scope, it; traces the history and
development of public relations, explores ethical
issues which affect the industry, examines its
relationships with politics, lobbying organisations and
journalism, assesses its professionalism and
regulation, and advises on training and entry into the
profession. It includes: interviews with press officers
and PR agents about their working practices case
studies, examples, press releases and illustrations
from a range of campaigns including Railtrack,
Marks and Spencer, Guinness and the Metropolitan
Police specialist chapters on financial public
relations, global PR, business ethics, on-line
promotion and the challenges of new technology
over twenty illustrations from recent PR campaigns.
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In this revised and updated practical text, Alison
Theaker successfully combines theoretical and
organisational frameworks for studying public
relations with examples of how the industry works in
practice.
Discovering Public Relations introduces students to
the field of PR in a practical, applied, and hands-on
way that prepares them for the modern workplace.
Author Karen Freberg guides students through the
evolution of contemporary PR practices with an
emphasis on social media, digital communication,
creativity, and diversity. Understanding that
innovation alone can’t create success, Freberg
shows students how to use, choose, and implement
evidence-based practices to guide their strategic
campaigns. The text will transform today’s students
into tomorrow’s successful PR professionals by
giving them the tools to think creatively, innovate
effectively, and deploy research-backed tactics for
successful campaigns.
"This book is a blueprint for the practice of marketing
communications, advertising, and public relations in
a digital world where the consumer has taken
control"--
Comprehensive and current, Public Relations:
Strategies and Tactics, Tenth Edition, clearly
explains to students the basic concepts, strategies,
and tactics of today's public relations practice. The
tenth edition emphasizes the application of the
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Internet and social media for programs and
campaigns. It encourages student to actively engage
in critical thinking, analysis, and problem solving.
Public Relations: Strategies and Tactics uses real-
world case studies and examples to explain the
basic concepts and theory behind modern public
relations practice. This comprehensive text is
grounded in scholarship and includes references to
landmark studies and time-honored public relations
techniques. The writing is geared to undergraduates,
and many colorful charts and photos are used to
enhance major concepts.
The industry of public relations is rapidly evolving,
requiring practitioners to have greater specialization
than ever before. Hand in hand with the growth of
the industry, educational programs have developed
to address the growing need for quality preparation
for future practitioners. Public Relations:
Competencies and Practice focuses on the required
competencies expected and applications of public
relations into specific sectors of practice. Based on
competencies identified by organizations such as the
Commission on Public Relations Education and the
Public Relations Society of America, Public
Relations provides a robust examination of areas
such as diversity, leadership, and ethics. The second
part of the text focuses on these unique
requirements for undergraduate and graduate
students focused on entering sectors such as
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entertainment public relations, nonprofit public
relations, or investor relations. The book also
features online resources for instructors: Sample
course syllabus Discussion questions Suggested
midterm and final project Public Relations offers
students competency- and practice-focused content
from top PR experts and incorporates interviews
from professionals in the field to show students how
to apply competencies in specific practice sectors.
Winner of the 2019 Textbook & Academic Authors
Association’s The Most Promising New Textbook
Award How can public relations play a more active
role in the betterment of society? Introduction to
Strategic Public Relations: Digital, Global, and
Socially Responsible Communication prepares you
for success in today’s fast-changing PR
environment. Recognizing that developments in
technology, business, and culture require a fresh
approach, Janis T. Page and Lawrence Parnell have
written a practical introductory text that aligns these
shifts with the body of knowledge from which the
discipline of public relations was built. Because the
practice of public relations is rooted in credibility, the
authors believe that you must become ethical and
socially responsible communicators more concerned
with building trust and respect with diverse
communities than with creating throwaway content.
The authors balance this approach with a focus on
communication theory, history, process, and practice
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and on understanding how these apply to strategic
public relations planning, as well as on learning how
to create a believable and persuasive message. Key
Features Chapter-opening Scenarios capture your
attention by discussing current PR challenges—such
as the Wells Fargo cross-selling, VW emissions
cover-up, and P&G’s “Like a Girl” campaign—and
thus frame the chapter content and encourage active
reading. At the end of the chapter, you explore
various aspects of socially responsible
communication to “solve” the PR challenge. Socially
Responsible Case Studies in each chapter illustrate
the key responsibilities of a modern public relations
professional such as media relations, crisis
communications, employee communications, applied
communications research, and corporate and
government-specific communications. Each case
features problem-solving questions to encourage
critical thinking. Social Responsibility in Action boxes
feature short, specific social responsibility
cases—such as Universals’ #NoFoodWasted,
Nespresso in South Sudan, and Merck’s
collaboration with AIDS activists—to highlight best
practices and effective tactics, showing the link
between sound public relations strategy and
meaningful social responsibility programs. Insight
boxes spark classroom discussion on particularly
important or unique topics in each chapter.
Personality Profile boxes will inspire you with stories
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from PR veterans and rising stars such as the U.S.
CEO of Burson-Marstellor, the Chief Communication
Officer of the United Nations Foundation, and the
Executive VP at HavasPR.
Pairing Fraser Seitel’s unique, humorous voice with
the most up-to-date case studies, interviews, news
photos, and other techniques, the Practice of Public
Relations is truly an “in-your-face” Public Relations
textbook. The 12th edition continues the theme of
giving readers the knowledge and skills they need to
know to be successful in today’s world of public
relations —including heavy emphasis on social media
and ethics.
Pairing Fraser Seitel's unique, humorous voice with
the most up-to-date case studies, interviews, news
photos, and other techniques, thePractice of Public
Relations is truly an “in-your-face” Public Relations
textbook. The 12th edition continues the theme of
giving readers the knowledge and skills they need to
know to be successful in today's world of public
relations —including heavy emphasis on social media
and ethics.
This book reports findings of a three-nation study of public
relations and communication management sponsored by the
International Association of Business Communicators (IABC)
Research Foundation. The Excellence Study provides
communication managers and public relations practitioners
with information critical to their own professional growth, and
supplies organizations with tools that help them communicate
more effectively and build beneficial relations with key
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publics. Communication excellence is a powerful idea of
sweeping scope that applies to all organizations -- large or
small -- that need to communicate effectively with publics on
whom the organization's survival and growth depend. The
essential elements of excellent communication are the same
for corporations, not-for-profit organizations, government
agencies, and professional/trade associations. And they are
applicable on a global basis. The study identifies three
spheres of communication excellence. These spheres
consider the overall function and role of communication in
organizations, and define the organization of this book. They
are: * the core or inner sphere of communication excellence --
the knowledge base of the communication department, * the
shared expectations of top communicators and senior
managers about the function and role of communication, and
* the organization's culture -- the larger context that either
nurtures or impedes communication excellence. This text also
examines communication excellence as demonstrated in
specific programs developed for specific publics.
Ideal for the beginning student or the experienced public
relations practitioner, THIS IS PR: THE REALITIES OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS, Eleventh Edition, covers the world of
public relations with a strong emphasis on fundamentals such
as history and research, as well as emerging issues such as
technology, ethics, and the international aspects. With
numerous examples, strategies, tactics, and case studies,
your students will have resources they can take away from
the classroom. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Becoming a Public Relations Writer is a comprehensive guide
to the writing process for public relations practice. Using
straightforward, no-nonsense language, realistic examples,
easy-to-follow steps, and practical exercises, this text
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introduces the various formats and styles of writing you will
encounter as a public relations practitioner. A focus on ethical
and legal issues is woven throughout, with examples and
exercises addressing public relations as practiced by
corporations, non-profit agencies, and other types of
organizations both large and small. In addition, the book
offers the most comprehensive list of public relations writing
formats to be found anywhere—from the standard news
release to electronic mail and other opportunities using a
variety of technologies and media. The fifth edition has been
updated to reflect significant developments in the public
relations field, including: New and updated information on
research into persuasion and social psychology aimed at
helping readers be more influential in their writing. Significant
updating on a new chapter on multimedia, introducing a new
transmedia format for a comprehensive news package for
print, broadcast, online and social media. Expansion of a
chapter on websites, blogs and wikis. Expansion of the
chapter on direct mail and online appeals. Updated examples
of actual pieces of public relations writing. A companion
website with resources for instructors and students, including
a glossary, flashcards, exercises, and appendices on ethical
standards, careers in public relations, and professional
organizations. Through its comprehensive and accessible
approach, Becoming a Public Relations Writer is an
invaluable resource for future and current public relations
practitioners.
Clearly explains the basic concepts, strategies, and tactics of
today's public relations practice Public Relations: Strategies
and Tactics uses real-world case studies and examples to
explain the basic concepts and theory behind modern public
relations practice. This comprehensive text is grounded in
scholarship and includes references to landmark studies and
time-honored public relations techniques. The writing is
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geared to undergraduates, and many colorful charts and
photos are used to enhance major concepts.
"An excellent text for encouraging students to think critically
about key public relations issues. Not only does it help
students to develop a deeper appreciation of public relations,
it also helps them to develop valuable learning skills." -
Amanda Coady, The Hague University "A typically excellent
piece of work from Jacquie L'Etang. Critical of every basic
concept and provocative to all students. Ideal for second and
final year undergraduates, plus MA students." - Chris
Rushton, Sunderland University "Extending beyond the usual
bounds of insularity, this text is designed to encourage critical
thought in students and improve practice in workplaces. A
refreshing read that is consistently inventive enough to attain
both aims." - David McKie, Waikato Management School "At
long last fills a void in the landscape of text books on public
relations theory and practice... it develops critical thinking
skills while exposing interdisciplinary approaches and
providing a very solid foundation for lively debate and further
study - Julia Jahansoozi, University of Central Lancashire
This book introduces students to the key concepts in Public
Relations, with 12 chapters providing clear and careful
explanations of concepts such as: Reputation Risk
Impression management Celebrity Ethics Persuasion and
propaganda Emotional and spiritual dimensions of
management Promotional culture and globalization Drawing
on a wide range of interdisciplinary sources, Jacquie L'Etang
also encourages students to think critically about public
relations as an occupation. Student exercises, 'critical
reflections', vignettes and 'discipline boxes' help students to
widen their intellectual perspective on the subject, and to
really engage the thinking that has shaped both the discipline
and practice of public relations.
The second edition of Pitch, Tweet, or Engage on the Street
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offers a modern guide for how to adapt public relations
strategies, messages, and tactics for countries and cultures
around the globe. Drawing on interviews with public relations
professionals in over 30 countries as well as the author’s
own experience, the book explains how to build and manage
a global public relations team, how to handle global crisis
communication, and how to practice global public relations on
behalf of corporations, non-profit organizations, and
governments. It takes readers on a tour of the world,
explaining how to adapt their campaigns for Asia-Pacific,
Europe, the Middle East, the Americas, and Sub-Saharan
Africa. Along the way, readers are introduced to practitioners
around the globe and case studies of particularly successful
campaigns. This new edition includes updates to country
profiles to reflect changes in each local context, as well as
expanded coverage of social media and the role of influencer
engagement, and a brand-new chapter on global crisis
communication. The book is ideal for graduate and upper-
level undergraduate public relations students, as well as
practitioners in intercultural markets.
Public Relations Writing Worktext provides the fundamental
knowledge and the basic preparation required for the
professional practice of public relations writing. This textbook
introduces readers to public relations and writing, providing
an overview of the four-step public relations process in
addition to defining and detailing the writing activities
involved. It presents in-depth information on the writing
formats and approaches used in implementing strategic
public relations plans, and offers instruction for developing all
types of writing assignments, starting with memos, proposals,
and news releases, and moving on to the more complex tasks
of advocacy writing, newsletters, crisis planning, and online
communication. Examples accompany the discussions,
providing guidance and structure for the varied writing
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activities. Retaining the approach of the second edition, this
text incorporates numerous changes and updates, making it
suitable for use as a primary course text. Updates include:
increased focus on writing for the web, blogs, and electronic
media, including information on writing social media releases
and a new chapter entitled "New and Social Media" a new
planning outline to help writers develop more effective
messages expanded checklists for writers to reference when
working on assignments additional examples of effective
public relations writing by leading companies in a variety of
organizational settings, including Mattel, UPS, Burger King,
Sara Lee, Xerox, Frito-Lay, and many more new assignments
based on topics, issues and problems that public relations
professionals in all sectors face today restructured content for
improved writing flow and consistency full instructor manual
available at www.routledge.com/textbooks/zappala Authors
Joseph M. Zappala and Ann R. Carden offer a clear and
engaging introduction to the writing activities involved in
public relations practice, resulting in a valuable resource for
professionals as well as a practical classroom text for
students planning careers in public relations.
Long admired as the "practitioners" Public Relations text,
Seitel's The Practice of Public Relations continues its tradition
as the most visual, up-to-date and straightforward principles
text available. For the aspiring student of public relations to
the veteran professional seeking a refresher, Seitel's text
leads the reader thru the evolution of the practice, the
preparation and process necessary to reach a variety of
"publics" and most importantly how to implement actual PR
practice. Drawing on his own vast professional experience,
his role as a PR commentator on major U.S television
networks such as CNN, ABC and FOX, and his network of
industry leaders, Public Relations faculty and generations of
PR professionals, Seitel presents the industry with dynamism
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and relevancy.&&
Ideal for the beginning student or the experienced public
relations practitioner, THIS IS PR: THE REALITIES OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS covers the world of public relations
with a strong emphasis on fundamentals such as history
and research, as well as emerging issues such as
technology, ethics, and the international aspects of
public relations. With numerous examples, strategies,
tactics, and case studies, you'll have resources you can
take away from the classroom.
For courses in Introductory Public Relations. Cutlip &
Center offers students the gold standard in public
relations, providing the most up-to-date reference in the
market. In the new edition, Glen Broom continues the
work of Cutlip and Center by providing the most up-to-
date reference for students.
Along with such traditional management tools as
budgeting, HR, planning, and leadership, The Practice of
Government Public Relations, Second Edition
demonstrates that the 21st-century government
administrator needs new tools to address the changing
context of government communication. It provides public
managers with an understanding of the uses of public
relations as tools to advance the goals of public
agencies, including media relations, an informed public,
public branding, listening to the citizenry, and crisis
management. While no manager can be an expert in all
aspects of public administration, this book will help
managers know what external communications tools are
available to them for advancing the mission and results
of their agencies. The authors argue that government
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public relations activities can serve three broad
purposes: mandatory activities, which support
governance; optional activities, which offer a pragmatic
means of improving policy outcomes, inputs, and
impacts; and dangerous but powerful activities, which
may serve political interests. The book focuses on
practitioners throughout the public sector, including the
U.S. federal government, state and local governments,
and public administrators outside of the U.S. Several
new chapters address the use of digital communications
as social media and the resultant rapid diffusion of
information has transformed the responsibility,
accessibility, and vulnerability of government
communications. In addition, two new chapters examine
the topic of branding, its growing influence in the public
sector, and how it can be used to connect with citizens
and increase public engagement. The Practice of
Government Public Relations, Second Edition is
designed to help government managers at various levels
of administration looking to specialize in public relations,
those assigned to communications offices, and program
managers seeking innovative and cost-effective ways to
implement their programmatic missions. It will also be of
interest to students of publication administration who will
become the government workers of the future.
Coverage of global markets, new technologies, and
multiculturalism throughout make this dynamic text the
cutting-edge choice for public relations courses.
Accompanied by unique, free online video interviews of
leaders in the public relations field, the text presents and
explains in a personal, jargon-free style the fundamental
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tools of public relations practice, providing a multi-
disciplinary understanding of the emerging trends within
the field. Critical changes in society and technology lend
importance to the increasing emphasis in the
management function of public relations. While
traditional media is still the foundation of public
communication, the new social media now provides a
much more personal and interactive form of public
relations. This book thus provides the user with the
ability to create effective messages using both the new
social media as well as traditional media.
Directed primarily toward undergraduate marketing
college/university majors, this text also provides practical
content to current and aspiring industry professionals.
Written by two of the most respected individuals in the
field, Public Relations Practices presents timeless case
studies to help future practitioners develop agility in the
principles and applications of effective two-way
communications likely to confront them and their
employer.
The public relations of "everything" takes the radical
position that public relations is a profoundly different
creature than a generation of its scholars and teachers
have portrayed it. Today, it is clearly no longer limited, if
it ever has been, to the management of communication
in and between organizations. Rather, it has become an
activity engaged in by everyone, and for the most basic
human reasons: as an act of self-creation, self-
expression, and self-protection. The book challenges
both popular dismissals and ill-informed repudiations of
public relations, as well as academic and classroom
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misconceptions. In the age of digitization and social
media, everyone with a smart phone, Twitter and
Facebook accounts, and the will and skill to use them, is
in the media. The PR of everything – the ubiquitousness
of public relations – takes a perspective that is less
concerned with ideas of communication and information
than with experience and drama, a way of looking at
public relations inside out, upside down and from a micro
rather than a macro level. Based on a combination of the
research of PR practice and critical-thinking analysis of
theory, and founded in the author’s extensive corporate
experience, this book will be invaluable reading for
scholars and practitioners alike in Public Relations,
Communications and Social Media.
Public Relations practice, its approaches and methods
have become widely and deeply entrenched in business,
government and in many other complex organizations
especially in the developed nations of the world. In same
manner, its relevance and utility as tool of institutional
promotion have equally come to be appreciated in the
Armed Forces. The text therefore, within context of the
evolution, growth and development of the broad
discipline of Public Relations appropriately situates its
practice in the military. It articulates and highlights in-
depth, the many aspects to public relations practice in
the armed Forces drawing examples extensively from
especially the experiences of the United States and UK
Armed Services. Divided into Four Parts, the book
examines the role of the Military in society and traces the
evolution of modern public Relations and its
development in the military. Under Public Relations
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Principles, Approaches and Practice, it analyses the role
and function of public relations in the interface of military
and society, and further highlight the purpose of military
public relations, its targets, strategies and tactics. It
examines Public Relations practice in the Nigerian
Military including public perception and management.
Current and topical Issues in Public Relations and
Communication such as Technology, the Military and
Public Relations, Social Media, Public Relations and the
Military, Security Threats, Crisis Management and the
Role of Communications, and Challenges to Military
Public Relations Practice were analyzed. The book
finally concludes with The Importance of Military Public
Relations in a Democratic Society. Given the perpetual
need to constantly `keep the military in the public eye',
the book strongly posits that it is appropriate that public
relations be properly positioned as the strategic
machinery through which the military could seek to
identify with the people and invariably, national interest in
order for them to render accounts of their performances
and seek informed public support as obtains in
developed democracies. This book will be a useful
source of reference to especially military public relations
officers and indeed all military officers across the world.
It further should bring forth better insight to the
understanding by the civilian populace, communications
professionals, and research scholars specializing in
military public relations or public affairs operating in
diverse regions of the world.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
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Experts in public relations, marketing, and communications
have created the most comprehensive textbook specifically
for Canadian students and instructors. Logically organized to
lead students from principles to their application—and
generously supplemented with examples and case
studies—the book features chapters on theory, history, law,
ethics, research methods, planning, writing, marketing,
advertising, media, and government relations, as well as
digital, internal, and crisis communications. Chapters open
with learning objectives and conclude with lists of key terms,
review and discussion questions, activities, and
recommended resources. Fundamentals of Public Relations
and Marketing Communications in Canada will be essential in
post-secondary classes and will serve as a valuable
reference for established professionals and international
communicators working in Canada. Contributors: Colin
Babiuk, Sandra L. Braun, Wendy Campbell, John E.C.
Cooper, Marsha D’Angelo, Ange Frymire Fleming, Mark
Hunter LaVigne, Danielle Lemon, Allison G. MacKenzie,
Sheridan McVean, Charles Pitts, David Scholz, Jeff Scott,
Charmane Sing, Amy Thurlow, Carolyne Van Der Meer,
Ashleigh VanHouten, Cynthia Wrate, and Anthony R. Yue.
Sponsor: Hill + Knowlton Strategies
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. Updated in a 10th
edition, Public Relations: Strategies and Tactics, Tenth
Edition, clearly explains to students the basic concepts,
strategies, and tactics of today’s public relations practice.
This comprehensive text is grounded in scholarship and
includes references to landmark studies and time-honored
public relations techniques. The tenth edition emphasizes the
application of the Internet and social media for programs and
campaigns.
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'This has always been the definitive text for PR in Australia.
Public Relations: Theory and Practice is the complete
companion for new and not-so-new practitioners. I'll be
keeping a copy on my bookshelf.' - Tracy Jones, FPRIA
former president, Public Relations Institute of Australia Public
relations is a dynamic and rapidly growing field which offers a
variety of career paths. Whether you're building the public
image of an organisation, developing news and social media
strategies, or managing issues for a company or political
party, you need strong communication skills and a sound
understanding of public relations processes. In this widely
used introduction to professional practice, leading academics
and practitioners outline the core principles of public relations
in business, government and the third sectors. They show
how to develop effective public relations strategies and
explain how to research, run and evaluate a successful public
relations campaign. Drawing on a range of communication
and public relations theories, they discuss how to work with
key publics, using all forms of media for maximum impact. It
is richly illustrated with examples and case studies from
Australia, New Zealand, Asia and other countries. Public
Relations has been substantially revised and includes newly
written chapters on social media, tactics, integrated marketing
communication, risk and crisis communication, public
relations history, corporate and investor public relations, and
law, as well as a new glossary of theoretical terms.
The role of the public relations practitioner is becoming ever
more demanding. International in scope, and written in a
practical and easy-to-follow style, this fully updated second
edition is packed with expert advice, providing a sound
introduction to a wide range of specialist areas.
Winner of the 2014 NCA PRIDE Book Award Why are some
voices louder in public debates than others? And why can’t
all voices be equally heard? This book draws significant new
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meaning to the inter-relationships of public relations and
social change through a number of activist case studies, and
rebuilds knowledge around alternative communicative
practices that are ethical, sustainable, and effective.
Demetrious offers a powerful critical description of the
dominant model of public relations used in the twentieth
century, showing that ‘PR’ was arrogant, unethical and
politically offensive in ways that have severely weakened
democratic process and its public standing and professional
credibility. The book argues that change within the field of
public relations is imminent and urgent—for us all. As the
effects of climate change intensify, and are magnified by high
carbon dioxide emitting industries, vigorous public debate is
vital in the exploration of new ideas and action and if
alternative futures are to be imagined. In these conditions,
articulate and persistent publics will appear in the form of
grassroots activists, asking contentious questions about risks
and tabling them for public discussion in bold, inventive, and
effective ways. Yet the entrenched power relations in and
through public relations in contemporary industrialized society
provide no certainty these voices will be heard. Following this
path, Demetrious theorises an alternative set of social
relations to those used in the twentieth century: public
communication. Constructed from communicative practices of
grassroots activists and synthesis of diverse theoretical
positions, public communication is a principled approach that
avoids the deep contradictions and flawed coherences of
essentialist public relations and instead represents an
important ethical reorientation in the communicative fields.
Lastly, she brings original new perspectives to understand
current and emergent developments in activism and public
relations brought about through the proliferation of Internet
and digital cultures.
Ethical practice in any professional discipline is guided by age-
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old philosophical perspectives, but its modern parameters are
continually evolving. Ongoing developments in technology,
social media and social contexts mean that public relations
and its practices in particular are constantly changing, and so
are the ethical questions faced by practitioners in the field.
Ethical questions and dilemmas are inherent to public
relations, and ensuring that practitioners operate ethically is
fundamental to both the professionalism and credibility of the
field. Engaging and accessible, Ethics in Public Relations
offers a lively exploration of the key ethical concerns present
in the public relations world today by way of practical tips and
guidance to support those in PR and corporate
communications. It covers topics including the roles which
lies, truth and honesty play; utilitarianism; practising respect
and morality; authorship; conflicts of interest; PR and the
corporate ethics programme; moonlighting; the impact of
whistleblowing and more. Written by a leading academic in
the field, this fully updated third edition of Ethics in Public
Relations includes an entirely new chapter on the uses of
ethics in social media, covering topical issues such as
blogger engagement and the relationship between employee
social media activity and organizational reputation.
Public Relations Writing: Principles in Practice is a
comprehensive core text that guides students from the most
basic foundations of public relations writing-research,
planning, ethics, organizational culture, law, and design-
through the production of actual, effective public relations
materials. The Second Edition focuses on identifying and
writing public relations messages and examines how public
relations messages differ from other messages.
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